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London Tenants Federation thanks our:
- friends and contacts for their contributions to our
work this year;
- members of staff and volunteers for their hard
work;
- funders and partners for their ongoing support
for our efforts to provide a strong representative
voice for London’s social housing tenants.
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Overview
This year:
•

we successfully gained grant funding from
Tudor Trust. This matched our grant funding
from Trust for London which commenced in
April 2018. This means that funding for our
organisation is secured until April 2021. This
supports us in our work building a stronger
voice for social tenants, challenging negative
stereotypes of social housing, delivering an
effective communications strategy and
influencing strategic policy.

•

having lobbied the Mayor of London since
2016/17 to establish a voluntary and
community sector forum to influence
London-wide strategic housing policy, the
Mayor’s Housing Panel was set up in May
2019. Alongside the London Federation of
Housing Cooperatives (LFHC), one of our
members, we were successful in our
application to be part of the panel.

•

we challenged strategic policy in a number
of ways: we interrogated the draft new
London Plan at fifteen hearings of the
Examination in Public (EiP); we organised an
event discussing proposed reforms of
building safety regulations, led by Stuart
Hodkinson, University of Leeds, and Phil
Murphy, Manchester Sustainable
Communities; we submitted evidence to the
government’s consultation on a new rent
standard and to the new UK Affordable
Housing Commission;

•

we have continued our work with Lorretta
Lees, Leicester University, and her ERSC
project - gentrification, displacement and the
impact of council estate renewal;

•

we published our new website in July,
gained regular coverage in housing press
and now have over 1,000 Twitter followers
with a growing Facebook following and a
new Youtube channel.
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Strengthening tenants’ voices
Our meetings and events provided
independent space for our members, friends
and contacts to discuss regional and national
housing policy. This year we held:
•

a conference, in partnership with National
Federation of Tenant Management
Organisations (NFTMO) and LFHC, attended
by around 100 tenant representatives.
Inspired by the 100th anniversary of the
Addison Act, which provided, for the first
time government funding to build council
homes, the event focused on developing a
tenant manifesto for future housing. We
had two excellent speakers: John Boughton,
Municipal Dreams, and Juliet Davis, reader
in Architecture and Urbanism, University of
Cardiff.

•

five general meetings, including our AGM, a
special half day open meeting, five media
group meetings and a social media training
session. Discussion focused on: the policy
debates that our members were engaging
in at the London Plan examination, at City
Hall; what’s happened to social rents since
the introduction of restructuring in 2002); a
new Rent Standard; the Affordable Housing
Commission’s call for evidence; the
National Housing Federation’s ‘Together
with Tenants’ initiative and proposals for
the reform of fire safety regulations.

The public sections of our new website
contain many of the policy briefings that we
produced on these issues as well as some of
our consultation responses.
Our new website also provides space for
tenant representatives’ comments, case
studies, blogs and videos, supporting our
work to promote positive portrayals of social
housing tenants.
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Influencing policy
We were invited to attend 19 full or half-day
housing and regeneration sessions at the
Examination in Public (EiP) of the draft new
London Plan, further to making a response to
consultation on the draft in 2018.
The EiP process involved making written
submissions to questions set by the planning
inspectors who oversaw the EiP, as well as
attending the hearings.
We also submitted requests for nine evidence
-based documents, some our own, to be
added to the EiP library. These were accepted.
They included case studies on estate
regeneration, our analyses of housing delivery
since 2005 and on housing affordability.
Others were publications that we had
produced with Loretta Lees, Just Space and
the Engineering Exchange, UCL.
Our representatives, from seven of our
member organisations, were exceptional in
setting out our positions, in a forum that is far
from tenant friendly, is highly technical and
generally dominated by developers, local
authority planners and the Mayor’s team.
We were most effective in the debates on
regeneration policy, where other community
groups were also in attendance and we could
support one another. The discussions led the
inspector to assert on several occasions, ‘this
is a very contentious issue’, and to encourage
the Mayor’s officers to consider possible
policy changes.
We have identified nine modifications relating
to issues that we had raised. Significantly, all
references to ‘tackling spatial inequalities’
were removed from regeneration policy and
replacement wording focused more directly
on tackling poverty, deprivation and
inequality.
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Influencing policy
We argued that tackling ‘spatial’ inequity is
simply about changing demographics in areas
dominated by low income households.
Importing luxury flats and wealthier
households massages the statistics to show
proportionately less poverty, however
evidence suggests that the new neighbours
do not benefit low income households.
Predictably, this results in gentrification and
displacement of low income households.
Alongside our own analysis we provided
Government commissioned evidence from
Loretta Lees to support our argument.
The removal of ‘tackling spatial
inequality’ from the draft new
London Plan is a significant
achievement. This was previously
referred to, by policy makers, as
developing ‘mixed and balanced
communities’ and, predictably,
results in gentrification and
displacement of low-income
working-class households.

Changes were also made to policy on ‘Loss of
existing housing and estate redevelopment’.
While these represented a definite
improvement, the policy could still, in our
view, be stronger.
On the matter of overcrowding, one of our
representatives attended a meeting at City
Hall about the Mayor’s housing need analysis.
Despite growing levels of overcrowding, his
analysis had shown a percentage drop in
need for family-sized social housing,
compared to previous years. The chair of the
London Assembly Planning Committee and
academics from the LSE echoed our concerns.
As a result, the original, misleading, data on
family sized housing need has been removed
from the London Plan and the Mayor’s office
produced new data.
In response to the government's consultation
on new fire safety regulations, fifty tenant
representatives attended our event with
Stuart Hodkinson and Phil Murphy (see page
3). Fifty of our members and contacts also
responded to the Government consultation.
Many used the model response that we
produced with Stuart Hodkinson. We await
feedback from the Government on this.
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Sustaining LTF
Delivering effective communications: Our
communications work has run effectively
alongside our policy work this year. We had
regular articles in the housing press and
much interest on social media. People were
particularly interested in our analysis of
housing delivery in London and our advocacy
around the draft London Plan.
In July we launched a new website, making it
easier for users to access our publications,
including case studies, blogs and videos
projecting a positive image of social housing
tenants and tenant representatives.
Project work: Our project work with Loretta
Lees continues into 2020. We plan to organise
some events on this with Just Space next year.
Engaging and forming links with others:
We have formed new contacts with other
groups whose focus and concerns are similar
to ours, through the London Plan EiP, our
membership of Just Space, the London
Housing Panel and Trust for London’s housing
campaigners’ group.
LTF directors’ operational work: While our
full membership determines (by consensus)
our policy positions and strategic policy
direction, our directors are responsible for
the operational functions of London Tenants
as a company. This includes ensuring that we
have appropriate policies in place and that
they are regularly updated. This year this has
included updating policies relating to our
employment of staff and new policies on
safeguarding, health and safety, volunteering
and data protection.
Our directors are also responsible for
applying for funding to and monitoring our
grant funded work. They plan to apply to
become a charity within the next few months.
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